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The Enabling Rural Innovation (ERI) 

approach
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A strategic approach that 

strengthens the capacity of farmers 

to identify market opportunities and 

to develop competitive agricultural enterprises 

while enhancing household food security and 

securing the natural resource base.
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How does ERI work?
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The Enabling Rural Innovation (ERI) 

framework
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Participatory Diagnosis

Diagnosis of available community 

assets and resources. Provides an 

opportunity to create a shared vision of 

the community’s future, to explore 

development options, and to develop 

collectively an action plan for change.



Participatory Market Research
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Helps to enhance the ability of farmers to collect

market information and to make appropriate

production and marketing decisions. 

Its goal is to create an entrepreneurial culture

among community members.
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Farmer Participatory Research

Helps farmers to define 

researchable themes, 

design experiments, 

monitor field trials, 

and to evaluate trials 

at individual and 

community level.
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Enterprise Development

Farmers prioritize agro-enterprises, 

analyze potential trade offs (to food security), 

decide on the most 

profitable enterprises, and 

develop strategies for scaling-out production. 
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A process of collaborative 

problem-solving through 

the generation and use 

of knowledge. It is a 

process that leads to 

corrective action by 

involving all levels of 

stakeholders.

Participatory M&E
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Climate Change in the Face of 

Small Holder Farmers 

in East Africa



EXTENT OF VULNERABILITY

 Smallholder farmer is vulnerable to climate change because 

of multiple factors, among which are:

Heavy dependence on rain-fed agriculture

High population density and population  growth rates which 

increases the demand for water, food livestock forage, wood 

fuel, etc.

Widespread poverty

Many parts of the region already face water scarcity

Rampant diseases

Weak economies, and limited resources for adaptation

Poor infrastructure
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Through the ERI approach 

smallholder farmers are able to comabt climate change 

by…. 



i.e. 

• Training including rural 

women and youth 

• Promoting food security 

and proper nutrition 
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1. Building resilient communities 



i.e.

• Building  climate smart 

agriculture

• Combating land and water 

degradation 

• Enabling sustainable 

production systems
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2. Building resilient farming systems



i.e.

• Building marketing information systems 

• Facilitating private partnerships 
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3. Creating resilient entrprenneurs
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How to merge academic and small scale 

farmer knowledge
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• Demand for training and field exposure of university under-graduate
students on organic agriculture

• Our goal: popularise and promote the ERI approach and popularise
organic farming among future extension workers, future government
workers, community development workers, decision makers

• International Training Course on Organic Agriculture (ITCOA) :
Makerere University, Uganda Martyrs University, Sokoine University of
Agriculture Tanzania, University of Nairobi Kenya and Bahir Dar University
Ethiopia

• Two separate sets of 40 students trained in 2016 and 2017

• A total of 4,000 small scale farmers in Rakai and Tororo districts organized
in 144 farmer groups have benefited from this knowledge sharing
exchange program with students from the five universities
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• Presentations and field
practicals together with farmers
in Uganda to learn about the ERI
approach

• Students shared practical knowledge of
agro ecosystem health assessment (AESH)
and methodologies of on-farm physical and
chemical soil testing for sustainable food
production with farmer groups and field
extension staff
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1. Improved natural resource management practices, e.g. mobile soil test kit

developed by Makerere university in assessment of soil physical and chemical

status and therefore which amendments to be made.

2. Average seasonal tonnage harvests for annuals crops especially cereals and

legumes have more than doubled.

3. Trade volumes have increased, leading to improvement in the social wellbeing

of farming families since they earn more income from collective marketing.

4. Extra income for Farmer Facilitators by carrying out soil testing services for

other community members not part of the farmer groups.

5. Contribution to food security by establishing simple vegetable gardens

especially during prolonged droughts and off season time since these can be

easily irrigated using domestically harvested/obtained water.

Results 
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Empowering farmers with relevant application knowledge will be the best way to 
tackle the big challenge of climate change, food security and nutrition in the 
twenty first century.   

Cooperation with universities is relevant to promote successful empowering 
approaches on small scale farming.

We need the synergetic efforts of all actors – farmers, researchers, public 
institutions and other actors. 

Conclusion
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Thank you! 

eri@horizont3000.org

www.eri-approach.info

mailto:eri@horizont3000.org

